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Revision Guides
Year 11 Revision themes exam week 1 November 2019
Music

Area of Study 1 - Musical Forms and Devices

Maths

Fractions
Decimals
Percentages
Rounding
Limits of accuracy
Expanding & factorising
Solving equations
Properties of 2D shapes
Measuring lines and angles
Bearings
Graphs & charts (including bar charts, pie charts, pictograms ets)
Scatter graphs, lines of best fit & correlation
Angles rules (vertically opposite angles, angles on a straight line, angles at a point)
Angles in polygons
Angles in parallel lines
Pythagoras
Circle terms
Area of 2D shapes
Volume of 3D shapes
Circumference of a circle and arc length
Area of a circle and sector area
Probability
Frequency trees

Ratio
Compound measures (e.g. speed & density)
Linear graphs
Sequences
Tree diagrams
Venn diagrams
Probability in AND and OR questions
Listing strategies
Averages and the range
Expanding two brackets
Index rules
Solving quadratics by factorising
The features of a quadratic graph
Solving quadratics graphically
Rearranging formulae
Graphs of linear, quadratic, cubic & reciprocal functions
Solve linear inequalities
Simultaneous equations
Solving quadratic inequalities
Constructions & loci
Congruence
Transformations
Similarity
Vectors
Quartiles and the interquartile range (higher tier only)
Cumulative frequency and boxplots (higher tier only)
Expanding more than two brackets (higher tier only)
Fractional indices (higher tier only)
Surds (higher tier only)
Recurring decimals (higher tier only)
Bounds (higher tier only)
Graphs of reciprocal functions (higher tier only)

Drama
Component 1- Understanding Drama
1 hour and 45 minutes
What does the exam look like?
 Component 1- Section A (knowledge and understanding) 5 minutes


Component 1- Section B (set text study- Blood Brothers) 45 mins



Component 1- Section C (live theatre) 55 mins

How is the exam marked?
Worth 80 marks in total
 Section A is multiple choice (4 questions) and is worth a total of 4 marks


Section B contains 4 questions- question 1 is worth 4 marks, question 2 is worth 8 marks, question 3 is worth 12 marks and question 4 is worth 20
marks



Section C is 1 question and is worth a total of 32 marks

How to revise:
 BBC Bitesize is brilliant for section A- stage types/configurations and theatre roles


Use your Drama book from Year 10



Watch the performance of Blood Brothers on YouTube



Go over how to answer questions 1 and 2 of Section B- Blood Brothers and choose extracts from the play to practise with



Re-read The Play That Goes Wrong- and revise the quotes at engaging moments in the play



Go over your structure for how to write section c



Practise past questions- see me for these

Geography

Revision material for Geography is all topics from year 10:
UK Landscapes
Rivers
Global Development – India Case Study
Changing Cities – Mexico and Birmingham City
Ecosystems – Deciduous Woodland and Tropical Rainforest

Coastal landscapes (this year)

Computer Science
3.1.1 Representing algorithms
3.1.3 Searching algorithms
3.2.1 Data types
3.2.3 Arithmetic operations in a programming language
3.2.4 Relational operations in a programming language
3.2.5 Boolean operations in a programming language
3.2.13 Classification of programming languages
3.3.1 Number bases
3.3.2 Converting between number bases
3.3.3 Units of information
3.3.4 Binary arithmetic
3.3.5 Character encoding
3.3.6 Representing images
3.3.7 Representing sound
3.3.8 Data compression
3.4.1 Hardware and software
3.4.2 Boolean logic
3.4.3 Software classification
3.4.4 Systems architecture
3.5 Fundamentals of computer networks
History
Topic: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-1939
What is it all about?
The Weimar Republic
Key topic 1 starts with the fragile beginnings of the Weimar Republic at the very end of the First World War. Students should be aware of the hardships and unrest in
Germany by November 1918 and the reasons for the abdication of the Kaiser and the signing of the armistice. They should be aware of the key terms of the new
constitution and its strengths and weaknesses. Students should understand the key terms of the Versailles Treaty, for example the War Guilt clause and the financial,
economic, territorial and military terms. They should understand opposition to the treaty, including the ‘stab in the back’ theory, and its contribution to the early
unpopularity of the Weimar Republic. The political challenges of 1919–23 – Spartacists, Freikorps and Kapp Putsch – and how these were dealt with should be
covered. Students should also understand the economic challenges in these years as a result of the war and the terms of the Treaty of Versailles. They should be
aware of Germany’s inability to make reparations payments and the reasons for and effects of the occupation of the Ruhr. They should understand what led to

hyperinflation and its impact. They should understand how these issues were tackled, allowing the Republic to recover both politically and economically in the years
1924–29, and understand the progress made in international affairs. They should appreciate that political and economic recovery led to a period of social changes
with higher standards of living, changes in the position of women and developments in culture.
Hitler’s rise to power
Key topic 2 looks at Hitler’s rise to power. From the aftermath of war, Hitler was directly involved in forming the National Socialist Workers’ Party in 1920 and
becoming its leader. Students should appreciate that the period 1923–29 saw the failure of the Munich Putsch and limited support for the Nazi Party due to
improving economic and political stability, whereas the Weimar Republic’s last years were characterised by rapidly rising support for the NSDAP due to high
unemployment, weak governments and the party’s widespread appeal compared to other political parties. The final section of this Key topic explores how political
developments and key individuals in the final year of the Weimar Republic led to Hitler becoming Chancellor of Germany in 1933.
Hitler’s consolidation of power
Key topic 3 focuses on the Nazi dictatorship in the years before the outbreak of the Second World War. Students should be aware of the key events which led to
Germany moving from a democracy to a single-party state during the period 1933– 34. They should understand how the Nazis created a police state to control the
German population which included secret police, the use of concentration camps, and control of the legal system and of the Catholic and Protestant Churches.
Students should be aware of the Nazi government’s control and influence of attitudes by using propaganda and censorship. The final section deals with the issue of
the extent of support for Nazism as well as a range of organisations and individuals that displayed opposition to the regime.
Life in Nazi Germany
Key topic 4 examines life in Nazi Germany before the Second World War. The first section looks at how Nazi policies towards women changed their roles and
positions in German society. This is followed by Nazi policies which influenced the lives of young people with the establishment of Nazi youth groups as well as
government controls over education. Students should be aware of changes to employment and living standards in Nazi Germany. They should be aware of the Nazis’
racial beliefs and how this led to policies which discriminated against minority groups as well as the increasingly harsh persecution of German Jews during the years
1933–39.

Key terms I need to know:
●

Abdication, armistice, communist, constitution, depression, hyperinflation, persecution, rearmament, reparations, trade union, autobahn, Freikorps, F hrer,
Kaiser, Mein Kampf, putsch, Reichstag, Rentenmark.

Historical events and periods I MUST know:
● The impact of the First World War on Germany
● The Treaty of Versailles
● The ‘Stab in the Back’ myth
● The strengths and weaknesses of the Weimar constitution
● Early challenges to the Weimar Republic - the Spartacist Revolt, the
Kapp Putsch, the Munich Putsch.
● Crises of 1923
○ French Occupation of the Ruhr
○ Hyperinflation
○ Munich Putsch

Key historical people I need to know:
● Kaiser Wilhelm II
● President Ebert
● Gustav Stresemann
● Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg
● Neville Chamberlain
● President Hindenburg
● Chancellor Bruning
● Chancellor Von Papen
● Chancellor Von Schleicher
● Adolf Hitler

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The publication of Mein Kampf
The reorganisation of the Nazi Party
The period of recovery under Stresemann’s policies (1924-29)
The Wall St Crash and its impact
The 1932 Reichstag Elections
Laws passed by the Nazis to implement their vision of racial purity
Laws passed by the Nazis to control the people

This is NOT a definitive list - you will learn about other events in your lessons and
revision - take notes on them as well.

●
●
●
●
●

Heinrich Himmler
Hermann Goering
Reinhard Heydrich
Martin Bormann
Joseph Goebbels

This is NOT a definitive list - you will learn about other people in your lessons and
revision - take notes on them as well.

Resource for revision
Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-1939

Resource

Details

Edexcel GCSE History (9-1) Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918–39
(Pearson, 2016)

New resources written for this option in the new specification.

Hodder GCSE History for Edexcel Weimar and Nazi Germany
1918–39 (Hodder, 2016)

New resources written for this option in the new specification.

J. Child, Germany 1918–39 (Pearson, 2009/2013)

Student book, with a good overview of Germany from 1918 to
1939 covering much of the specification content. Written for the
Edexcel 2009/2013 Modern World course.

S. Waugh and J. Wright, Germany 1918–39 (Hodder, 2009)

Student book, with a good overview of Germany from 1918 to
1939 covering much of the specification content. Written for the
Edexcel 2009 Modern World course.

S. Waugh, Germany 1918–1945 (Pearson, 2009/2013)

Student book, written for the Edexcel 2009/2013 SHP course, so
covers the years to 1945.

BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zt9v7hv/revision/1

Website with revision resources and activities.

ActiveHistory

Subscription website, with activities, games, worksheets etc.

https://www.activehistory.co.uk/Miscellaneous/menus/GCSE/Nazi_Germany.ht
m

Spartacus Educational
https://spartacus-educational.com/GERweimar.htm

Website aimed at students, with articles and primary sources.

History Learning Site
https://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/nazi-germany/

A history revision website aimed at students.

BBC website feature on Nazi propaganda
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/worldwars/wwtwo/nazi_propaganda_gallery.sht
ml

Gallery of propaganda images. You could do some source analysis / revision.

Alpha History

Website aimed at A level students, but useful for GCSE students
who wish to push themselves further and/or to secure the top
grade. Includes documents, timelines, glossaries and activities.

Weimar Germany
https://alphahistory.com/weimarrepublic/

Nazi Germany
https://alphahistory.com/nazigermany/

The Nazis – A Warning from History (BBC, 1998)

MFL
Year 11 Spanish and French
Edexcel GCSE paper full

A documentary about the rise of Nazi Germany - it’s available on
DVD (very 90s. I know) or online. There are clips on YouTube.

DT

New and emerging technologies - Industry, Enterprise, Sustainablitiy, People, Culture, Society
Systems approach to designing - Inputs, Process and Outputs

Sicence
Y10 comb Bio
Y10 comb chem
Y10 comb Phy

1) Respiration and Photosynthesis.
1) structure and bonding
1) Forces

Y10 separate Bio
Y10 separate Chem
Y10 Separate Phy

1) Repsiration and Photosynthesis. 2) Disease. 3) Defense
1) structure and bonding. 2) Organic Chemistry
1) Forces. 2) Electricity

Y11 comb Bio
Y11 comb chem
Y11 comb Phy

1) Biodiversity. 2) Reproduction and Inheritance
1) Energy Changes. 2) Reactivity of metals
1) Energy. 2) Electricity

Y11 separate Bio
Y11 separate Chem
Y11 Separate Phy

1) variation and evolution. 2) Organisation of exosystems. 3) Selective breeding
1) Reactivity of metals 2) Electrolysis. 3) quantitative Chemistry
1) Forces. 2) Waves. 3) Electricity.

Business
Revision Topics
Topic

Textbook page
number

Additional resources

Business location

Pages 100-105

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xClseet9SMo&t=2s

Introduction to the
economy

Pages 131-134

Types of economy

Pages 135-141

Exchange rates

Pages 135-141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sYAN3CPhyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2G51WsQNn4&list=PLf6kR48ysSvNzbkU8yHRjgMAzp67r658z&index=16

Interest rates

Pages 135-141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyWd3qTIbTk&list=PLf6kR48ysSvNzbkU8yHRjgMAzp67r658z&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpzqQFhGViQ&list=PLf6kR48ysSvNzbkU8yHRjgMAzp67r658z&index=12

Business cycle

Pages 135-141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XpXsC-yNHI

Inflation

Pages 135-141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-Lpo2Q-iRY&list=PLf6kR48ysSvNzbkU8yHRjgMAzp67r658z&index=10

Taxation

Pages 135-141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=We2pJBtkTsM&list=PLf6kR48ysSvOzQRuGJ2mfJUl4xfAXdaxZ&index=12

Exam Technique
How to answer 6 mark questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG653lMIqz0

How to answer 9 mark questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZfJQ39t2CE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z92JlOpwUuw

How to answer 12 mark questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCs37ZL3YQA
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Format

Media
Preparation for the resit media exam in January

PNG
GIF
JPG
TIF
PDF

Format

Use

Size

Web
Web
Web
Print
Print

Large
Small
Small
Largest
Small

Use

Quality
High
Low
Low
Highest
Low

Image
+

Compressed without losing quality
Used for vector graphics & animation
Photographs – store many
Most accurate detail for photos
Compresses without losing quality

Video (TV and Film)
+

Size

Quality

Size

Moving Image (Animation)
Quality
+

WMV
Mpeg-1, 2,
4 (MP4)
MOV
FLV
Format
FLV
SWF
GIF
Format
WMA
MP3

Use

Use

Size

Quality

Audio
+

Mind maps
Mood boards Storyboards Visualisation
Diagrams Script
Work plan and Gantt chart
Health and Safety
File types and formats

Mind Maps
Purpose

Content
•
•
•
•
•

Central nodes
Sub-nodes
Branches (connections between the
central node and sub-nodes)
Text to describe each element
Images could be used for illustration

To organise and develop
ideas for a new media
product.
To connect different areas of
a media product or
demonstrate a link between
two media products.

Subnode
Subnode

Central
Node

Organise

Subnode

sub-nodes logically

Develop - use annotations

Subnode

Subnode

Connect - use branches/arms

Subnode

All nodes must be connected
using branches, aka arms.
You should always have the
key points closest to the
central node – must haves.
The key points should then be
explored with multiple
possibilities, if the key point is
not specific.

8
SECTION 8
8

Winged Breath wants to produce a webpage to promote the documentary film.
Create a mind map/spider diagram for the content of the webpage.
Marks will be awarded for:

Complete this mind map question worth 8 marks- no more than 10 minutes in
the exam!
Winged Breath IS a 4 p1ece rock band They have produced a documentary f1lm
and would l1ke to add a webpage to the1rwebs1te to promote th1s DVD
Winged Breath wants to produce a webpage to promote the doc umentary film.
Create a mind map/spider diagram for the content of the webpage.
Marks will be awarded for:
Structure
Content
Relevance.

[8)

Use the mark scheme to help you.
You could complete the task referring to the mark scheme as a
walk through style question.
Alternatively, you could complete the task and then mark it and
improve it after reading the mark scheme.

Mood Boards
Content
• Text
• Title
• Colours

• Fabric
• Textures

Images Pictures Sketches

Purpose

A collection of ideas to
demonstrate the theme
look and feel of a media
product, including a
collection of text and
images.

Complete this mood board question worth 10 marks – no more than about 15
minutes in the exam!

Choose sxi images from Fig.1and create a pre-production mooa l:loard for the campaign.
You do not need to draw the images.You must indicate which images you have chosen.
Marks will be awarded for:

fitness for purpose
layout
to justify choices.

[10)

Level3: 8-10 marks
ALL 6 images are relevant and justified
Wholly witablo layou: for tho mood
board
Good justifications for images

Mood t oard con ent related to healthy eating for
chiklren - this will be shown in the justifications
as wll <J liitrrray;,l;ecled.
Meoia that suggested beinclude;
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suitAhiP.

text
font
ir11ayt:i's
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detail

sounds

Level2: 5-7 marks
•
4 or more imaoes Are relevAnt Andior justiftM •

IA)'Oirt
is
not
wholly
•
Justifications
may
lacK

•
Level1: 0-4 marks
May only c>Jntain 1 relevant imaQe
Mood board has a poor layout (may not be clear/too structured:
Justifications may be weak/non existent

Annotatrons must rusty cecrsrons.
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NAQ i1 A

June 2015
Fig. 2 is the first draft of a pre-production mooCl lloarCl for a televiso
i n advert for the Summer Bank
Holiday Sale. The advert will be shown on national television channels between Rmrnlllat
prime-time viewni g, before 9 pm in theevening.

Bright
Item removed due to
third party copyright
rcotriction!::

BOLO SIIWO OUT
TEXT

"'DavsofSumme("

happy

Fig.2

Discuss the suitability of the rnood.Poard in Fig. 2 for the televi sion advert. You should
includeany areas for improvement.

The_quality_of written communication will be assessed in_your answer to this_question.

[12)

Level 3: 9 - 12 Marks.
Candidates will provide an excellent understanding of the
question with clear explanation of the suitability of the
mood board use by its target audience.
The strengths and weaknesses of the mood board are
considered in equal weighting in relation to its
audience and purpose
The suggested improvements will be well
thought through and explained in context.
Subject specific terminology will be used correctly and
there will be few, if any, errors in spelling and punctuation.

Level 2: 5 - 8 Marks.
Candidates will provide a good understanding of the
question with strengths and/or weaknesses of the mood
board being described. This may be one sided.
Some improvements may be suggested but they wlil not
be wholly suitable and only focus on the content of the
document itself.
At the top end of the Level 2 the answer will be
presented in the context of the Three Oaks
advertising campaign.
Q)

E
Q)

.c.
ttl

E
10

.... .0
N
Q)

c

..::.:::s,

There may be errors in spelling,punctuat on and
grammar which may not be intrusive.
Level 1: 0 -4 Marks
Limited understanding of the use of mood board.
Answers will be vague and not necessarily linked to the
context of the question.
Answers may be presented as a list rather than a
structured piece of writing. There may be errors in
spelling, punctuation and grammar which may be
intrusive.

12

The following areas for the mood board should be
considered in the answer:
• Suitability for target audience of designer NOT
people viewing the advert
• Layout
• Clarity/Relevance of content
• Use of different elements
• Annotations
• Fitness for purpose
• Suitability for the client

Story Boards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content

Purpose

Scene Number
Camera Angle
Camera Movement
Camera Shot
Camera Type
Timings
Sound – Dialogue, music,
background noises

To give a scene by scene
representation of an audiovisual product, such as a film
or TV show, including key
content, e.g. camera shot,
angle and movement for the
crew to follow when filming

Camera S.A.M.

Shot: Full, Medium, close up, extreme close up
Angle: High, Low, Eye-level, worm’s eye, bird’s eye
Movement: Pan (left/right), Tilt (up/down)
Zoom (in/out), Dolly (in/out)

Storyboard example

Whether you are creating a storyboard or analysing the suitability of one, you must
be able to pick out or display (create) the key content

Level 3
8-10
marks

Clear structure with logical
progression which can be easily
followed. Content i s relevant to
context and TV advert.
3 or more of technical ()Iaspects
covered
Detail is clear and understandabl e.
Structure of storyboard is clear but
may not be totally logical. Speech
and direction separated.

Level 2

5- 7
marks

Content not fully relevant to context
and/or TV advert.
Max 2 techni cal(t) aspects covered
Some required detailis missing
Storyboard has basic structure (may
not be clear) Copied script with no
separation of speech and direction.

Level 1
0-4
marks

Content may not be wholly
appropriate/complete in context.
No technical(t) aspects covered
Lack of detail in the
information provided.

Mar1<s are awarded for storyboard in the context of the
script provided, considering the following points:
• number of scenes
• scene content
• scene numbers ( )
• timings (t)
• camera shots (e.g.close up,md
i , long) (t) (Can be
inferred from the drawing)
• camera angles (e.g.over the shoulder, low angle,()I
aerial) (Can be inferred from the drawing)
• camera movement (e.g. pan, titl, zoom or using a
track and dolly) ( )
• lighting (e.g. types,direction) (t)
• sound (e.g.dialogue, sound effects,ambient sound,
music) (t)
• locations (e.g.indoor studio or other room,outdoor)
• camera type (t)
The diagram should be viewed as a whole and then graded
appropriately.

Complete this story board question worth 10 marks- no more than 15 minutes
in the exam!

Use the mark scheme to help
A) Story board

B) File format should be one of the following:
• .pdf
• .png
• .doc
• Jpg
• Any other suitable answer

Visualisation Diagrams
Content

Purpose

• Images
• Logos
• Graphics (background styles,
borders)
• Text (size, style and colour)
• Colour
• Dimensions (size of diagram)
• Annotations to justify content

To show what a draft design
version of a print-based
product will look like, such as
an advertising or informative
poster, CD/DVD cover or a
leaflet/flyer.

Read the client brief
Apply key information to
Drawing the visualisation diagram.
Annotate the diagram with reasons to justify
Referring back to the key info in the client brief

5

Three Oaks has asked to see your ideas about how the magazine advert will look for the Summer
Bank Holiday Sale. In the sale it will be offering discounts on its summer sun products including
sun cream, barbecues and ice cream.
Create a visualisation diagram for the magazine advert for the Summer Bank Holiday Sale.
Marks will be awarded for:
content
layout
fitness for purpose.

January 2018
The Velocity Girt comicis a new comic series thatis due to be launchedin January. Velocity
Girt is about a girl aged 14 who has the ability to move fast in water and on land. The main
target audienceis girls aged between 10 and 16. !;mhopes that boys will also read thecomic.
You have been asked to create a t.::i§@l 9)iQQ dai gram for the front cover of the first edit on of the
Velocity Girt comic.
Marks will be awarded for:
content
layout
fitness for purpose
SlOIJQ!$1iQm to justify decisions.

[9)

January 2018 Visualisation diagram mark scheme

June 2016
Fig. 2 is the first draft of a pre-productiondiagram for information sheets about healthy
eating.This document will be given to the author who will produce the information sheets. These
sheets will be downloadable from the website.

IKids-5-A-Day- Food Tips

HISTORY

IMAGE

Answers may include reference to :
Ihere Will l?e an excellent understanding ot the quest1on With a clear • Cmpnition(e.g use ofimages,fonts,text)
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*Discuss the suitability of thediagram in Fig. 2 for the downloadable
information sheets. You should include strengths, weaknesses and areas for
improvement.

*The quality of written communication will be assessed in your answer to this question.

[12)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dialogue
Directions
Sounds
Location/setting
Mood/emotion
Shot type

To give an outline of the
audio aspects of a media
product including the
audible, visual and
behavioural aspects.

Audible – dialogue, sounds etc., anything heard
Visual – location, setting, props, background
Behavioural – how it is delivered, e.g. sarcastically,
happily, grumpily

Script exam questions
State two items that could be included on a script.
1.
2.

[2]

Identify two physical characters in the script.
1.
2.

[2]

Identify two locations in the script.
1.
2.

[2]

Explain one reason why an exterior long shot of the
Supermarket is used

[2]
Explain two aspects of the script that require more detail, so
that it becomes more useful

[4]

January 2018
Fig.1is a work plan for the production of the Velocity Girl
comic.
weeka

•
•
•
•
•

Tasks made up of multiple
Activities
Workflow/timescale
Contingency
Milestone

Work plan

Gantt chart

An agreed timescale with
a client to outline the
amount of time and
resources required to
complete a project, e.g.
create a media product

January 2018
Fig.1is a work plan for the production of the Velocity Girl
comic.
weeka

Fg
i .1
(a)

Using Fig. 1,complete the table below to identify the different parts of the work plan.
The first row of the table has been filled in for you.
Terminology
Tasks

Letter

0

Timescales
Contingencies
Milestones
Activit es

(4)
(b) Using one of the tasks on the work plan,explain how the term 'workflow' is applied to the
product on of the Velocity Girl comic.
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Fig.1is a work plan for the production of the Velocity Girl
comic.
weeka

•
•
•
•
•

Hazards
Ways to minimize risks
Site/location recce
Cables
Strain on health
o Eyes, back, wrists etc.

Recce - An agreed
timescale with a client to
outline the amount of
time and resources
required to complete a
project, e.g. create a
media product

Imagine you are a graphic designer using a computer in
an office ALL DAY. What are the risks to their health and
safety within an office environment?

Risk

Precaution/solution

What is a site recce?

Why is a site recce needed from the employer’s point of view – the film company?

Why is a site recce needed from the employee’s point of view – cast and film crew?

What are the consequences of not having a site recce?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cast and crew, need to be safe wherever they are filming, e.g. a warehouse.

Safety of people and the equipment, as well as suitability for filming are all checked

Different file formats are
used for digital/online use
and print use due to their
properties, e.g. the file
size and quality of output.

• Print
o PDF, PNG, TIFF, JPEG,
BMP, PSD
• Audio
o WAV, Mp3
• Video
o Mp4, MPEG4, WMV
• Moving Image
o GIF, FLV, SWF
• Compression
o E.g. lossy + lossless
• Documents
o Office-based (.doc,
.ppt, .pub, .pdf)

Print – quality is based on
mass production, flyers
(takeaway menus) would
be low quality, magazine
cover would be higher.
Digital/internet use would
need to be compressed for
quick loading time.
Key point is:

If you were to share a pre-production document, e.g. a story board, the best file
format would be PDF because it is not editable and compressed so would be able
to store on a memory stick or send via email.

File formats – image, audio, video
Format
PNG
GIF
JPG
TIF
PDF

Format

Use

Size

Web
Web
Web
Print
Print

Large
Small
Small
Largest
Small

Use

Quality
High
Low
Low
Highest
Low

Image
+
Compressed without losing quality
Used for vector graphics & animation
Photographs – store many
Most accurate detail for photos
Compresses without losing quality

Video (TV and Film)
+

Size

Quality

Size

Moving Image (Animation)
Quality
+

Cannot be enlarged
GIF only has 256 colours
Not for commercial use (quality=low)
Not for the web (large size & quality)
All can access (not software specific)

-

WMV
Mpeg-1, 2,
4 (MP4)
MOV
FLV
Format
FLV
SWF
GIF
Format
WMA
MP3

Use

Use

Size

Quality

Audio
+

-

-

• Version control
o Dates
o Names

Version control is where
the user saves a document
each time a change is
made with a different
name. This then means
that if a file is lost or
corrupted, less work is lost

This can also be done using dates, for example

Song_1_19.12.18

Song_1_20.12.18

Files – Naming conventions
Content

• Naming conventions
o Suitable
o Meaningful

Purpose

Naming conventions is
where the user gives a
suitable filename to a
document when saving.
This would allow quick
easy access by someone.

Example: Images are given an automatic name, saving it as this name is not useful or meaningful to someone reading
the filename. They would have to open the document in order to see what it is.
Not meaningful filenames

Meaningful filenames

